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BATCRAHAHA URANIUM MIKES LIMITED

Re - Claims SSW-21560, 21561, 21562 and 21610,
Township 29, Range 14, Sault Ste* Marie Mining

Division, Province of Ontario

PERFORMANCE OF WORK

The picket lines out on the company's claim group in 1949, were 

extended to the west to traverse these four claims* The lines were chained 

with stations established at 100-foot intervals. These formed a control for 

the geological and geophysical (magnetometer) surveys performed on the claim 

group.

GEOLOGY

The claims were geologioally mapped by traversing at 50-foot 

intervals between the picket lines. Rock outcrops, topographical data, claim 

posts and other features were thus located. All information was plotted on a 

plan of a scale of l inch equals 200 feet. 

Table of Geological Formations

Recent - Gravels and clays 

Keweewawan - Diabase

Algoman - Granite, pegmatite, and granite gneiss 

The claim group is underlain by Algoman granites which constitute 

the main outcrop mass of the area. In places these grade toward a pegmatite 

phase which is, on occasion, weakly radioactive. A few scattered remnants of 

older granite gneisses were noted overlying the granite mass.

Five southeasterly trending diabase dykes were located on the 

claims. The most northerly of them is considered to be the westerly extension 

of dyke "B" which was previously traced across the northern portion of the 

company's main claim group. The remaining four dykes occur on claim SSM-21610 

and of these two appear to be the northwesterly extensions of dykes "E" and "K",
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previously traced across the main group. The remaining two dykes were only 

observed on claim SSM-21610 and could not be followed to the southeast. 

Structural Features

The central pfirt of olain SSM-21561 is crossed by a low valley 

trending in a northwesterly direction which is believed to be the northwesterly 

projection of a quartz breccia fault tone traced across claims SSM-15878 and 

15875, to the west.

Expressions of post diabase faulting are observed on olaira SSM-21560 

where dyke "B" has been offset some twenty feet by a northwesterly trending 

movement, and on claim SSM-21610 where two northeasterly trending faults 

indicate a dyke offset of approximately sixty feet. 

Topographical Features i

The terrain of the claim area is generally low with the western lL{fy

portion of claim SSM-21560 and the northwestern portion of claim SSM-21561 

partially flooded. The northeastern corner of claim SSM-21560 is crossed 

a high granite diabase ridge which trends in a northwesterly direction across 

the township. Toward the south on claim SSM-21610 tho relief rises above the 

swamp level and outcrops become more frequent.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

Purpose

The survey was conducted in an attempt to locate such diabase dykes 

as may be present on the property but are obscured by overburden, and to trace 

the extensions of the known dykes, located by surface mapping. 

Method

A Sharpe "B-Jt Magnetometer was employed on the survey. Instrument 

stations were established at intervals of 100 foet on all picket linos. Station 

readings were corrected for variational changes and the corrected figures plotted
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on n plan of a scale of l inch equals 200 feet. The plan was contoured at

intervals of 100 gamnas.

Results

Based on instrument readings over rook exposures, the following 

range of values is believed to be approximate for the rook types known to 

ooour on the claim group.

Rook Type Magnetic Value 

Diabase - 4450 gammas 

Granite-pegmatite gneiss complex *-**400 gammas 

Dyke "B" which is exposed on several outcrops on claim SSM-21560 

failed to react to the survey as did its easterly extension on claims SSM- 

15880 and 15879 in a similar survey on these claims in 1949. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The foregoing work has outlined four northwest trending diabase 

dykes on claim SSM-21610 of which two appear to be associated with favourable 

structural featureu. The remainder of the group comprising claims SSM-21560, 

21561 and 21562 appear to hold no further interest for the location of radio 

active occurrences.

It is recommended that the dykes trending across claim SSM-21610 

be further investigated for the presence of radioactive deposits, by a geiger 

counter or scintillometer survey.

F. C. Knight 
Mining Engineer.

Toronto, Ontario 
October 17, 1951.
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AS8ES8JBHT IfDRK - Period i August 12 to September 10, 1951, inclusive

(Claims SSM-2156O, 21561, 21562 and 21610) -^

Line Cutting and Chaining

Contractor -C* Simard
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario 21 days

Geological Surve

Wm. Quinn
1405 - 350 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario 14

Geophysical Survey

Wm. Quinn
1405 - 330 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario 12

Draughting k Reports

F. C. Knight le Vfou
1405 - 330 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario

8 Hour 
Days

51

x Factor
Equiv. 8 hour 

Days

4 " 

51 days

Assessment work 
per claim

204/4

u



October 24th t 1951*
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PersonU Liability)

Suite 1006 - 330 Bay Street 
Toronto* Ontario
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p. *. N. Miller, 
Recorder, 

Sault Ste. Marie, Out*
*-;" . **. '' - . '

Dear Itr, Miller:

We enclose herewith Reports of York covering the 
Geological and Geophysical Surveys performed on this company's 
olaiaa No. 834-21560; 61} 62 and SSM-21610 during the 1951 
season of work along with co;y of a letter which we hove written 
the Department at Toronto enclosing the Engineer's Reports and 
accompanying maps covering the survey.

We would appreciate receiving the Department's con 
firmation of the credit of work allowed at which time we should 
bo pleased to forward the applicable abstracts for endorsements*

900

' H - V  ' f* -

i 7%'^f

Yours very truly, 

BATCHAWANA UH,'J4ITJM 1IINK3 LIMITED

FNH:HO 
Encl.

F. N. Haunaford, 
Vice-President.
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